
Overview of Project
In the dynamic world of digital collectibles, Planet Crypto’s project emerges as 

an innovative response to the intriguing phenomenon of the launch of an NFT 

collection by none other than Donald Trump in December 2022. Trump's collection 

was distinctive, to say the least, partly portraying him as a superhero. His 

collection swiftly grabbed attention, resulting in a rapid sell-out of the 

collection. 

 

This extraordinary collection struck us as more than comical. The idea of the 

former President depicted as a superhero, we found, was ripe for sharp-witted 

parody, providing the perfect impetus for the creation of our new collection.

Stop Trumps Digital
Collectibles 



Our new collection is centered around a card game, but this is no ordinary game. 

Our creative endeavour satirically transforms Trump into various spoofed 

superheroes. This innovative design providing collectors with not just a unique 

collectible, but also a fun and engaging gaming experience as well.

Interestingly, we decided to transcend the boundary of digital space with this 

collection. While the trend for NFTs and digital collectibles continues to surge, 

we wanted to provide an offering that caters to both traditional and digital 

collectors. Hence, our collection will be available in physical and digital 

formats. This unique dual availability ensures that all collectors, regardless of 

their preference, can enjoy our alternative Trump collection.

For the digital collectors, we have something extra special. Digital holders of 

our collection will be privy to certain exclusive features, adding an additional 

layer of value and exclusivity to their holdings. 

However, at the heart of our collection is the artwork itself. Planet Crypto’s 

creative team have   hand drawn and annotated each image in the collection. The 

remarkable attention to detail, the carefully drawn satirical elements, and the 

overall quality of the artwork, all contribute to making our collection a truly 

unique offering.

In essence, our collection represents more than just a playful critique of 

Trump's superhero portrayal. It pays homage to the age old satirical tradition, 

engaging with contemporary events in a way that is both entertaining and thought-

provoking. We invite you to experience the joy and novelty that our collection 

has to offer.

 Creative Team

Henry Naylor 

Creative head

Leading UK satirical writer, head writer for shows such as Spitting Image, 

Headcase and more. Henry also wrote and stared in the multi-award winning 

fringe production Afghanistan is not funny. 

 

Mark Reeve 

Artistic Lead

Award-winning national press caricaturist and cartoonist. Credits include 

Mail on Sunday, Daily Express, Evening Standard, BBC, as well as drawing 



and sculpting for tv’s Spitting Image.

Rhodri Crooks 

Writer

Comedy writer for numerous TV shows including Revolver, The Sketch Show, 

Smack the Pony and BBC Radio. 

Technical Details
The  collection is slated for construction on the Polygon blockchain, 

mirroring the original Trump NFT blockchain. This also suits our commitment 

to providing a low gas fee experience for our users. Given the recent surge 

in meme coins and its subsequent impact on gas fees, we deem it risky to 

launch the collection on the Ethereum chain. Our proactive measures aim to 

ensure our users don't have to bear the brunt of such unpredictable fee 

surges.

The traits and rarities for the collection will be inserted here shortly. 

Physical Products
This collection will be complemented by our physical products. This range 

is designed to complement and enhance the digital collection

•A bespoke set of cards: Each card is based on the card from the digital 

collection. The card set provides an opportunity to review the whole 

collection and test your inner Trump though playing our game. A limited 

edition version of the playing cards is available to purchasers of the 

NFTs.

•Character and Card Prints: For those who wish to find an appropriate space 

on a wall, we offer high-quality prints featuring our captivating 

characters and cards.  These prints will be offered at a discount to 

purchasers of the NFTs.

•Coffee Table Books: We have created a coffee table book which will have 

images from the collection, both as card designs and as individual images. 

The individual images and cards are linked by unique designs. The book is a 



great way to flip through the whole collection and will amuse and entertain 

visitors to your house.  These books are not just collectibles but also 

conversation starters that give insight into the humour and wit behind the 

collection.

Rules of the Game
The rules of the game are as follows 

 

What’s the Goal?

1.      grab every card you can with your tiny hands.

2.       be the ultimate Trump trumper, snagging all the cards,

3.      And leaving your opponents empty-handed, humiliated and SAD. 

 

The Basics

Each pack contains:

52 x Trump Cards, each card representing a different Trumper hero. Each 

Trumper hero has a series of ratings for Honesty, Integrity, Decency, 

Humility and Empathy. These ratings are always NEGATIVE.  The best card is 
the one with the WORST rating.

12 x Stop Trump cards. These cards subvert the normal rules of the game, 

changing winning rounds into losing rounds or losing rounds into winning 

rounds. Tantrums, dishonesty and foul behaviour can be channelled to 

victory.

 

Setting Up the Game

Before the game starts, everyone has a fair deal. The cards are shuffled, 

and everyone gets an equal number of Trump Cards. 

Then each player is dealt – face down - 3 x Stop Trump cards in a four-

player game (or 2 x in a 6 player-game). Keep your Stop Trumps in front of 



you: until you need to play them, you can’t look, touch, grope or grab 

them.  

This is about as fair as it gets!

 

 

 

Gameplay

The player to the Extreme Far-Right of the dealer leads.

Using his top card, the player will choose one of the 5categories that they 

think will score LOWER than any card held by one of their opponents.

The person with the LOWEST card wins the round as long as he says either 

“sad” or “losers”. 

The person who wins the hand will put those cards at the bottom of his 

pack. In the event that the scores are equal, the first player is the 

winner.

The winner of the round chooses the next category to play from his top 

card.

 

UNLESS!!!!

 

…one of the losers tries to overturn their opponent’s victory, by chancing 

one of their “Stop Trump” cards from the pile in front of him, He chooses 

the top card.

 

Stop being Trumped with a Stop Trump

Yes, if your numbers don’t beat your opponents – do not despair.

Because this is Donald World.. you never concede losses without a fight. 

You can Stop being Trumped – by playing one of your Stop Trumps. 

These special cards can help you claim victory from defeat..



Some might prevent your losses with a Presidential Pardon, others might 
invalidate your opponent’s card as Fake News... 

But beware, some of the Stop Trump cards will work against you…

 

HOW DO YOU WIN

You win when you’ve collected all the Trump cards, and have shouted: “I’ve 

Made America Great Again.”

Then you goad the losers gracelessly by calling them ‘SAD,’ and ‘the worst 

losers in history,’ 

 

HOW DO YOU LOSE

Badly!! You lose when you’ve lost all your Trump cards. You claim that your 

opponent’s victory was ‘stolen.’ You berate the ‘rigged’ system. Demand a 

recount. And try and win again. In four years’ time.

 

Future Plans 
 

Our primary aims for the collection are the creation of a unique offering 

which will also have enduring value for the collectors. To ensure the 

project stands the test of time and is self-sustainable, we've put in 

considerable effort to devise a comprehensive roadmap with future-oriented 

plans.

 

One of the central aspects of our project's longevity is the development of 

a digital game. After the minting phase comes to a close, our attention 

will shift towards the creation of this digital variant of the card game. 

However, this isn't just another digital game; it has an exclusive element 

to it. It will only be available to those who hold our digital 

collectibles. This exclusivity brings an added layer of value to our 

collectors, thereby enriching their experience and the worth of their 

holdings.

 



But that's not all. To make the game more interactive and exciting, we're 

planning on incorporating a leader board. We believe a healthy competition 

among our community members can foster stronger bonds and drive active 

participation. The top performers on this leader board won't just earn 

bragging rights, but they'll also receive cash prizes. 

We envisage future projects which will take inspiration from this one, and 

in which our community will be invited to present ideas. We can thus build 

a portfolio of select and exclusive products in which everyone can 

participate in the future.

In conclusion, we hope we can create a project that is not only long-

lasting and self-sufficient, but also one that adds significant value to 

our community. We look forward to walking this path of innovation and 

growth with our community, and can't wait to see where it takes us.

 

 

Road Map 


